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On March 18, 2020 the Town received notice from the Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA) that the current Town floodplain ordinance,

Town Code Article 5-11, would be subject to an audit by the Arizona

Department of Water Resources (ADWR).

FEMA has tasked ADWR to conduct the audit based on the latest federal and

state floodplain regulation requirements.

Failure to make changes to the Town regulations that are deemed necessary

by FEMA would result in the Town being suspended from participation in the

National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).
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BACKGROUND



The Town has a deadline of September 18, 2020 to make changes to its
Floodplain Regulations.

Town regulations must be in concert with the latest model ordinance
provisions from FEMA and ADWR.

The Town had to make similar amendments to its floodplain ordinance in
September 2005.

ADWR has suggested that if the Town were to adopt the 2018 IBC/IRC, that
the floodplain provisions be excluded from the adoption as they may conflict
with state standards.
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BACKGROUND (CONTINUED)



ADWR has reviewed draft amendments to the current Town Floodplain

Regulations with Town staff in an effort to make modifications that will bring

the Town’s regulations into compliance with the latest state “model ordinance

for non-Colorado River communities” (Model Ordinance)

After exchanging a series of drafts the Town has recently received approval

from ADWR to move forward with the process of adopting an ordinance that

incorporates the required revisions to the current Town Floodplain

Regulations
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BACKGROUND (CONTINUED)



Predefined language from the model ordinance is used for the following

sections:

– Statutory Authorization

– Findings of Fact

– Statement of Purpose

– Methods of Reducing Flood Losses
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MAJOR CHANGES



– Additional definitions added are based on the 2015 Model Ordinance

– Town Staff did not include the manufactured home subdivision definition as

it would not be allowed per the Zoning Ordinance

– Removal of obsolete FEMA map designations
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MAJOR CHANGES (CONTINUED)



The Town has three areas where designated FEMA floodplains currently are
mapped.

ADWR noted that there are currently 7 flood-insured properties within the
Town’s FEMA-designated floodplains, but 180 total properties in the Town with
flood insurance

One FEMA-designated floodplain exists along the Indian Bend Wash on the
northwest portion of the Town.

The other FEMA-designated floodplain runs along the Cudia City Wash on the
southwest portion of the Town.
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FEMA FLOOD MAPS



By cross referencing the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) and the

Maricopa County Assessor’s Maps, Staff determined that approximately:

– Four-hundred and fifty (450) properties exist within the Indian Bend Wash

floodplain area.

– Forty-six (46) properties exist within the Cudia City Wash floodplain area.

Note: Properties that touch the floodplain limits were included in the counts.
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FEMA FLOOD MAPS (CONTINUED)
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FEMA FLOOD MAPS (CONTINUED)
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FEMA FLOOD MAPS (CONTINUED)
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FEMA FLOOD MAPS (CONTINUED)
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Does the Council have any comments or suggested

changes to the Draft Ordinance prior to its being

scheduled for adoption?
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QUESTIONS?


